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Hedging First to default swaps: introduction Hedging First to default swaps: introduction Hedging First to default swaps: introduction Hedging First to default swaps: introduction
Hedging Default Risk in Basket Default Swaps Example: first to default swap from a basket of two risky bonds.
− If the first default time occurs before maturity, − The seller of the first to default swap pays the non recovered fraction of the defaulted bond.
Assume that the two bonds cannot default simultaneously − We moreover assume that default on one bond has no effect on the credit spread of the remaining bond.
How can the seller be protected at default time ?
− The only way to be protected at default time is to hold two default swaps with the same nominal than the nominal of the bonds.
− The maturity of underlying default swaps does not matter. 
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Building up a tree: 
Cash flows of (digital) CDS on counterparty 1:
Cash flows of (digital) CDS on counterparty 1: 
Hedging First to default swaps: introduction Hedging First to default swaps: introduction hedge ratios for first to default swaps Consider a first to default swap associated with a basket of two defaultable loans. 
